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ABSTRACT
In view of dimension reduction, aspects of data correlations as well as an intrinsic form of principal component
analysis are brought forth. The latter method may be used for assessing the temporal evolution of gut metagenomics in
probiotic therapy.
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1. The Paper’s Scope
The paper under consideration is a very well written and inspiring exposition, gently guiding mathematicians into the exciting field of microbiology by taking them along an underlying
example of metagenomic analysis in the human gut. As some
of the authors have shown in a separate report ([1]), metagenomic analyses in this specific area are fundamental for the development of effective treatments of contemporary antibiotic therapy related diseases that are often lethal. In particular, unfolding some specific statistical perspectives at the end of the paper
opens the stage for a challenging task of developing sophisticated tools that may appropriately shed light onto the highly complex biology responsible for the beneficial effects of specific
probiotic therapies. I take special delight in commenting on two
possible research directions that came to mind when reading
the paper.

2. Dimension Reduction by (Non-Linear)
Correlation
Analyses of metagenomics data naturally falls into the realm

of “p�n”, the number of parameters (base sequence combinations) being very much larger than the sample size (the number
of individuals involved), the statistical treatment of which requires highly skilled methodology. One emphasis has been put
by the authors on principal component analysis (PCA) which
may be viewed as representations of approximations to the data.
With its well known potential beyond descriptive services, the
authors also use it for discrimination purposes.
This paradigm implicitly assumes that underlying dependencies can be modelled by linear correlations - certainly a valid
approach in the sense of a first order approximation of a truly
non-linear relationship caused by the non-linear geometry of
the base space, e.g. the space of covariance matrices. An approach for dimension reduction more natural than classical PCA
may consist of employing geodesic PCA (see [2]) that takes the
curvature of the underlying space into account. For the space
of covariance matrices, geodesic PCA for Kendall’s size and
shape spaces can be utilized, taking advantage of a proposed
modelling by [3] which is further elaborated on in [4]. Essentially, this gives a space of non-negative sectional curvatures
which, however, has issues of non-uniqueness. From a practical
perspective, guaranteeing uniqueness of intrinsic means, say, it
may rewarding to implement geodesic PCA in the more natural
geometry of the universal symmetric space of non-compact
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type with non-positive non-constant sectional curvatures e.g.
[5, Chapter XII]. To the knowledge of the author of this note,
this has not been done yet. In fact, it appears mathematically
quite challenging.
Speaking of correlations, second order structure may be understood in this context. RNA folding is only possible at loci
where base sequences correlate. Not all correlating sequences,
however, lead to physical folding, and as the authors of the
paper illustrate, often there are more than one possible foldings.
Since different folding patterns correspond to different biological functionality, it might be interesting to investigate more
closely correlation patterns between sequence correlations on
the one side and geometrical folding on the other side.
In addition to this “double” correlation phenomenon, folding
may also be viewed as a sudden drop in data dimensionality.
This raises the question to what extent the presence of singular
strata influences the statistical data analysis - the base space is
a manifold with singularities which form lower dimensional
strata that are again manifolds with singularities. Means on thus
stratified spaces can be manifold stable allowing for classical
asymptotic analysis, as is the case in G-spaces (cf. [6]). They
may also hit or even stick to singularities as is the case in some
negative curvature scenarios (cf. [7]), giving a very non-Euclidean asymptotic behavior.

3. The Temporal Evolution of Diversity
In addition to assessing a single status of metagenomic diversity one might also aim at a deeper understanding of the evolution of such diversity, especially if coming from a considerably
less diverse initial state. In other biological systems (e.g. [8]),
it has been found that growth can be modelled in few dimensions only; for growth in individuals essentially one dimension
suffices and within a suitable geometry, geodesic growth
γ(t)=
=expp(tυ)
can be assumed (cf. [9]). Although the biological system investigated by the authors of the paper comprises a huge number
of individuals, it may be expected that the temporal evolution
of competition outcome imposes constraining effects that might
be caught by appropriate totally geodesic subspace models extending modelling by single geodesics as in [10]. Very likely,
competition accounts for points of non-differentiability. This
leads to the challenging task of developing (totally) geodesic

change point models on stratified spaces.

4. Conclusion
Papers and tutorials of the type “Mathematics for X” exist
in abundance and allow researchers in the field X to apply well
established mathematical theory. Tutorials of the other type “X
for Mathematicians” are extremely rare. These, however, allow
for high profile interaction between researches of X and mathematical theory building. Now that the authors have consider=microbiology to mathably contributed to opening the field X=
ematicians, I anticipate most exciting interdisciplinary research.
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